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locally convex at some point q in S, then q is called a point of local nonconvexity (inc point) of S. For points x and y in S, we say x sees y via S (x is visible from y via S) if and only if the corresponding segment Ix,y] lies in S. Points x l,...,xn in S are visually independent via S if and only if for I i < j n, x i does not see xj via S. Set S is said to be 3-convex if and only if for every 3 points in S, at least one of the correspondlng llne segments lies in S. Finally, S is called star-shaped if and only if there is some point p in S such that p sees each point of S via S. The set of all such points p is the (convex) kernel of S.
The following terminology will be used throughout the paper: Conv S, bdry S, and ker S will denote the convex hull, boundary, and kernel of set S, respectively, while Inc S will be the set of inc points of S. For distinct points x and y, R(x,y) will represent the ray from x emanating through y. The reader is referred to Valentine [9] and to Imy [5] for a discussion of these concepts.
An interesting theorem by Lawrence, Hare, and Kenelly [4] show that S has exactly two components, each convex. Hence without loss of generality we may restrict our attention to the case in which S is connected.
Furthermore, we may assume that inc S # , for otherwise the closed, connected, locally convex set S will be convex by a theorem of Tietze [6] . Figure i .) The set bdry S may be partitioned into sets A and B satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. However, the conclusion of the lemma fails for every k > 3.
We are ready to establish the following Helly-type theorem for unions of rectangles in the plane. 
PROOF.
We begin with some preliminary observations. By Lemma i, set S is 3-convex. Moreover, using [8, As in [7] and [i] , it is helpful to order bdry S in a clockwise direction. consecutive Inc points of S (in our order) can be colllnear: Otherwise, for an appropriate orientation of S, this would yield a 'right' edge whose predecessor is a 'down' edge and whose successor is an 'up' edge, producing three visually independent points of S, impossible.
Furthermore, we assert that every two consecutive inc points of S determine a segment parallel to one of the coordinate axes: Suppose on the contrary that the condition fails for ql and q2" Without loss of generality, assume that S is oriented in the plane so that ql is to the left of q2 and above q2" We examine possible classifications for ql and q2" Using the fact that q2 follows ql in our clockwise order, it is not hard to see that ql cannot be preceded by a 'left' edge and followed by a 'down' edge. For convenience of terminology, we say that ql cannot be classified as 'left-down'. Similarly, q2
'right-up'. 
